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Findings

LAMC Section 12.37.1 provides that the City decision-maker may grant a WDI if he or she can 
make one of three possible findings.

• The dedication or improvement requirement does not bear a reasonable relationship to 
any project impact

o The Project does not include any driveways along Roscoe Boulevard that would 
result in pedestrian/vehicle conflicts that might otherwise require widened 
sidewalks. The Project would enhance the pedestrian experience on Roscoe 
Boulevard and Etiwanda Avenue by improving current conditions with repaired 
and replaced sidewalks and Division of Street Services required landscape 
improvements. In addition, the Project includes the required five-foot landscaped 
setback pursuant to LAMC Section I2.22.A.23 for Commercial Corner 
developments along all street frontages.

o The Project has been determined to have no significant impacts in the Project’s 
Mitigated Negative Declaration (ENV-20I7-4685-MND). 
dedication bears no reasonable relationship to any Project impacts.

Therefore, the

• The additional dedication is not necessary to meet the City’s mobility needs for the next 
20 years.

BOE has not requested any roadway widening improvements in connection with 
the dedication requests; therefore, the dedication does not provide for street 
widening and would not improve vehicular circulation in the area.
For several blocks east and west of the Project Site, the existing sidewalks have a 
width of 13 feet.
The sidewalk adjacent to Project Site is already at 13 feet and is consistent with 
the existing sidewalks in the area. In addition, the Project includes a five-foot 
landscaped setback in order to meet the Commercial Corner Standards in LAMC 
Section I2.22.A.23.
The predominant zoning for the properties surrounding the Project Site (with the 
exception of the medical office building on the east side of Etiwanda Avenue) is 
RS. The redevelopment of properties in the RS zone, which is more restrictive 
than the R3 zone, would not be subject to dedications or improvements permitted 
to be requested by the City under LAMC Section 12.37.1. As such, these 
properties will not be improved to meet the Mobility Plan 2035 street standards 
for the foreseeable future.
The property to the south across Roscoe Boulevard is improved with the 
Northridge Hospital Medical Center which is a major medical facility serving the 
West San Fernando Valley and is not likely to be removed or replaced in the 
foreseeable future. Therefore, Roscoe Boulevard will not be improved to meet 
the full Mobility Plan 2035 standards.
The Project Site itself is currently zoned RS and it is only as a function of the Zone 
Change request to allow the Medical Office use, which is consistent with existing
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uses in the area, that the Project Site becomes subject to any dedication or 
improvement requirements.

• The dedication requirement is physically impractical.

o The Project Site is a vacant lot surrounded by existing improved properties; the 
majority of which are single-family homes on lots zoned RS, which, as noted above, 
is more restrictive than the R3 zone and would not be subject to any dedication 
or improvement requirements under LAMC Section 12.37.1.

o The property to the south across Roscoe Boulevard is improved with the 
Northridge Hospital Medical Center which is a major medical facility serving the 
West San Fernando Valley and is not likely to be removed or replaced in the 
foreseeable future. Therefore, Roscoe Boulevard will not be improved to meet 
the full Mobility Plan 2035 standard.

o The immediately adjacent property to the west, with an address of 8302 Rathburn 
Avenue, has its side yard along Roscoe Boulevard with a block wall right on the 
property line.

o The Project includes a five-foot landscaped setback in order to meet the 
Commercial Corner Standards in LAMC Section 12.22.A.23; therefore, requiring 
an additional dedication of three or five feet would further reduce the lot area and 
set the building further back from the existing buildings, disrupting the continuity 
of the appearance of the street wall on Roscoe Boulevard.

Conclusion

As described above, all the required findings can be made; therefore, the CPC erred and abused 
its discretion by denying the request for the WDI. We respectfully request that the PLUM 
Committee approve the Appeal and allow the Project to proceed as originally proposed.


